NEW YORK NEW YORK
New Study Day

By popular request, a 'time-travel‘ virtual tour with Mary
Alexander in which we unashamedly cherry pick the art and
design highlights of New York. Whether you know and love New
York or maybe have never visited, join me and have fun
discovering more about the personalities of the artists, designers,
patrons and social climbers who shaped this extraordinary and
ever-changing city. Maps will pinpoint our locations throughout.
A visual feast of New York icons and everyday evocative street
details. We will consider the influence of ‘new money’ on art
patronage and track the relentless move of fashionable society
uptown using the 'voices' of Henry James in Washington Square,
Edith Wharton in Gramercy Park, or F Scott Fitzgerald exclaiming
that 'New York had all the iridescence of the beginning of the world'.

This is not simply a tour of art galleries (you can do that on
Google!) We will look at the people, visions and fortunes which
created the great art collections including the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Frick, the Guggenheim and MoMA.

Imaginative use of digital photography, with visual collages and
exquisite details, will re-create the atmosphere of the brownstones
and art clubs of Greenwich Village; the midtown marvels of the
Rockefeller Center and Radio City Music Hall; the interiors of the
grand hotels and nightclubs; and the use of the city as a backdrop
for Norman Parkinson's groundbreaking fashion photography or
iconic postwar movies such as Breakfast at Tiffany's.
We will discuss the magic of the city as immortalised by Cole
Porter .. 'I happen to like New York .... ', or by Frank Sinatra .. 'If I can
make it there, I'll make it anywhere. It's up to you New York New York',
and by Donna Karan 'Everybody wants a piece of New York. New
York is the hub. New York is international. New York is the bridge. New
York means international'.

The aim will be to create the sense of ‘being there’ and to capture
the vibrancy and energy of the city - whether today or travelling
back in time in the Vanderbilts' horse drawn carriage up Fifth
Avenue and along 'Museum Mile' to the then newly built
Metropolitan Museum.

Recent comments:
'What an extraordinary inspiring virtual visit we had under you
expert guidance. Thank you so much for coming and giving us
such a marvellous day. I have never been to New York, but now I
will really make the effort to go'.
'Many thanks for reviving such happy memories for me. I walked
every step of the way with you ... and saw some treasures I had
not visited before'.
'I came along as a guest and have never visited New York. I found
your talk very interesting because it really seemed to help put
things in context with the maps and your references to time and
place. I have always assumed that I would visit New York at some
point but now I think I'll do it sooner rather than later!'
'Thank you so much. You brought the city alive for us'.

'I cannot tell you how much I enjoyed your lecture - it was without
doubt the best Study Day I have ever attended (and I attend a lot!)'
'Everyone was totally enthralled by your lectures, the images, the
history and, of course, the way you guided us through the city. I
really cannot put into words how everyone felt. Just to say thank
you again - you never disappoint.'

